
Prior to turning to USi, Watson Wyatt had cc:Mail deployed at each
of its 60+ sites, with each site being managed locally. Under that
existing model, system performance was inconsistent. "We had
been dealing with frequent message delays and a good deal of
downtime with the fragmented cc:Mail solution," said David
Hollingsworth, Internal Systems Director. 

Watson Wyatt decided to evaluate the Microsoft Exchange
environment as a possible replacement for cc:Mail. To further
improve reliability and connectivity, the company also felt it was
crucial to deploy a fully supported, centrally managed, enterprise-
wide solution.

Both internal implementation of the Exchange solution and
outsourcing via an ASP were considered. After Watson Wyatt
compared the costs of outsourcing with the costs of internal
deployment (including expected downtime costs), the company
decided to outsource. "We knew we were going to need help
getting off of cc:Mail and deploying a consistent, high-availability
solution for messaging. We were able to demonstrate quantifiable
value in maintaining our internal IT productivity by outsourcing the
project," said Hollingsworth. Watson Wyatt invited ten candidates to
participate in the request for proposal (RFP), and after extensive
review, chose USi. "USi had the infrastructure in place...and the
experience to get it done. Cost-wise, they were competitive as well,"
recalled Hollingsworth.

C A S E  S T U D Y

Outsourcing eMessaging:
Keeping IT Focused on Building
the Business
Watson Wyatt and Company, headquartered in Washington D.C., is
a global consulting firm specializing in employee benefits, human
resource technologies, and human capital management. It is not
surprising that they were quick to identify a growing need to use
their own personnel resources more efficiently, particularly in the
area of Information Technology (IT). 

Upon learning that their existing
messaging solution, Lotus' cc:Mail,
would no longer be supported by
Lotus, Watson Wyatt decided to
move to the Microsoft Exchange
environment. The company was
looking at two options for migrating
to the new platform: they could
redirect internal IT resources from
core business projects to conduct
and administer the migration, or
they could outsource the
deployment to an Application Service Provider (ASP). After careful
research, the company chose USi to host their Microsoft Exchange
messaging system for more than 4,200 seats in North America,
Latin America, and Asia.

"We had a negative
experience with a
previous enterprise-wide
deployment. We wanted
help from an established,
experienced provider.
With USi, we were able to
deploy a complete
solution in 3 months."

David Hollingsworth, IS Director

Watson Wyatt and Company

Watson Wyatt chose USi for its experience in deploying and managing
high-availability eMessaging solutions. "USi had the infrastructure in
place...and the experience to get it done," said David Hollingsworth.



The decision to turn to USi was based on a wide range of criteria, including USi's global
infrastructure, competitive pricing, guaranteed SLAs, and most importantly, their

experience with deploying the Exchange messaging solution. 

In planning for the deployment, USi and Watson Wyatt
found that the existing wide area network (WAN)
would require substantial modifications in order to
support a centralized system with worldwide service.
Consequently, Watson Wyatt decided to redeploy a
fully modified WAN prior to the rollout of Exchange
5.5.

Once the changes were made to the WAN, the 60+
offices and more than 3,500 users were quickly
converted to the Exchange 5.5 messaging
environment. "Once we got started with the rollout, we
covered 95% of the people within 3 months," said
Hollingsworth. "It went more smoothly than we
originally predicted. We intended to go one office at a
time...one post office at a time, but the pilot operations
had gone so well that we did the whole 3,500+ desks

in one continuous move. To date, the user reaction has been almost universally positive," he
concluded.

Watson Wyatt now intends to continue their rollout to their Latin American and Asian partners.

"USi delivered the solution
that works for us. When

we've had issues, they've
responded to them.  When

we've had concerns, they've
addressed them. When we
compare the Exchange
deployment to other rollouts
we've done, there really isn't a
comparison. It's been a positive
move for Watson Wyatt, and it's
allowed us to use our internal
resources to maximum
advantage."
David Hollingsworth, IS Director
Watson Wyatt and Company

Industry
Human Resources Management Consulting 

Company Profile
Watson Wyatt and Company has over 4,200
associates worldwide, helping clients
improve business performance through
employee benefits, human resource
technologies, and human capital
management.

Situation
Watson Wyatt had used Lotus cc:Mail
for its eMessaging and Collaboration.
Upon learning of Lotus' intention to
discontinue supporting cc:Mail, the
company actively sought a partner
to assist them in the migration to a
fully supported Microsoft Exchange
5.5 platform. 

Benefits
USi enabled Watson Wyatt to
focus its IT resource on core
business by taking responsibility
for the deployment and
management of Exchange 5.5.
Additional benefits of USi’s
solution include:

• Lower overall costs: the
company reduced the cost of
deployment, management, and
downtime, and moved to a
predictable, fixed-cost model.

• Effective use of IT resources:
Watson Wyatt was able to better
utilize existing IT staff for other

initiatives.

• Rapid deployment: USi’s broad
knowledge of the Exchange 5.5
platform, global implementation,
and system requirements made it
possible for the ASP to rollout over
3,500 seats in less than 3 months.

• Commitment and flexibility: USi’s
willingness to address changing
needs and expectations on
extremely short notice means
increased business agility for
Watson Wyatt.



One of the most compelling benefits of
outsourcing for Watson Wyatt was the
pay-as-you-go approach. From the
rebuilding of the company WAN, to
deployment and ongoing
support, Watson Wyatt has
paid a predicatable monthly
fee which, from a
management perspective, was
a great advantage to the
company. And with USi’s
guaranteed service level
agreement (SLA), the company
is able to keep productivity
high with reduced downtime.

Going forward, Watson Wyatt
will continue to benefit from its
ASP partnership with USi.
Representatives from the
company clearly recognize the
value of having immediate
and round-the-clock access to a large,
dedicated IT staff that’s very familiar with
the Exchange environment. Should
Watson Wyatt decide to add functionality,
expand the number of users, or upgrade
various system components, it can do so
far faster than it could using internal
resources. And these major improvements
can be accomplished without disrupting
core projects.

USi Protected Internet USiLinkSM

The configuration diagram illustrates the solution developed by USi for
Watson Wyatt and Company. The connection between USi and the

Watson Wyatt mail servers is established across two redundant, private
USi connections. These load-balanced connections are provisioned over
separate telecommunications providers to allow automatic re-routing of

network traffic if one router or one provider experiences an outage.
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USi
Solution
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Satisfaction

USi, along with partners Visalign and PPI,
provide the following to Watson Wyatt
and Company:

• Migration services from cc:Mail to USi's Exchange
environment 

• Microsoft Exchange 5.5

• 10 Exchange Servers with Microsoft Exchange Server
5.5 (plus service pack 4) 

• Outlook 2000 Client to connect users with mail

• 3 Servers OWA (Outlook web access) to access from
Internet browser

• Windows 2000 Advanced Server (service pack 1)
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